Fast Facts
Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS™)

ATACMS is the long-range, precision-strike, surface-to-surface missile providing critical capability that engages time-sensitive, high-value targets, in all weather conditions.

Capabilities

- **300 km**
  - Range
- **Height of Burst**
  - increased area effectiveness
- **Guidance:**
  - Inertial Navigation w/Global Positioning System
- **Warhead:**
  - Unitary warhead

Milestones

- **FY20 contract for ATACMS production totaling $426 Million.**
- **400+ ATACMS under contract FY20**
- **Nations that field/procure ATACMS.**
  - *Flags indicate ATACMS procurement*

Technology Enhancements

- **2019 Groundbreaking**
  - to expand production facilities at Precision Fires Center of Excellence in Camden, Arkansas.
- **Continued Work**
  - towards Multi-Domain Operations capabilities.

Economic Impact

- **134 suppliers in 29 states**
- **65 designated as small businesses**